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Thank you for taking the time to learn more about hiring a contractor for
your home repair or remodeling project. By taking the time to learn about
the process of hiring and working with a contractor, you may be able to avoid
many potential legal issues. We understand that it’s a complicated decision
filled with many questions such as:

How do I find a contractor?

How do I determine if the contractor is reputable?

What legal issues are involved with this project?

What action can I take to ensure a positive outcome?

This guidebook is designed to help walk you through the process of finding,
choosing, hiring and working with a contractor. If you have additional
questions after reading this guide, your ARAG® legal plan can help. If you
have ideas on how to improve this guidebook, please share them with us at
Service@ARAGgroup.com.

If you’re not currently an ARAG legal plan member, please feel free to review
this information and contact us to learn how an ARAG legal plan can offer 
you affordable legal resources and support.

Sincerely,

ARAG Customer Care Team
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Glossary

Change Order. Written authorization to the contractor to make a change or
addition to the work described in the original contract.

Construction Lien. A claim made by contractors or subcontractors who have
performed work on a property and have not yet been paid, also known as
a mechanic’s lien.

Demand Letter. A letter sent to the contractor if problems occur and are not 
resolved. The letter documents the homeowner’s side of the dispute and
indicates what the problem is and the desired solution. Demand letters are
used when other attempts to work out the issue have been unsuccessful and
concerns need to be expressed more formally.

Green Remodeling. An allencompassing approach that emphasizes making 
a home healthy, comfortable, and efficient by considering indoor air quality, 
energy conservation, resource conservation, reduced material waste and using
environmentally responsible products.

Indemnity\Hold Harmless. Language added to the contract that protects 
the homeowner against any claim, demand, loss, liability, damage or expense 
arising from the contractor’s work.

Lien Release. A waiver that keeps the real estate from being subjected to liens 
of all subcontractors, who were to be paid by the general contractor.

Mechanics Lien. A claim made by contractors or subcontractors who have
performed work on a property and have not yet been paid, also known as
a construction lien.

Right to Cancel. The contract signer’s legal right to cancel any contract within
three business days from the day the contract was signed. The contract needs 
to include this provision and the signer should receive a form, in duplicate, 
explaining that right.

Termination Clause. Language added to the contract stating that the 
homeowner can end the project if the contractor is unreasonably slow,
inattentive, incompetent or careless. 

Waiver of Lien. See Lien Release.
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The First Step
 

Before you even start to look for a contractor, take the time to carefully
consider what your project is, what you want the contractor to do and
determine your budget. By investing time up front to think about the details
of your project you will more likely:

Receive more accurate bids that can be compared easily

Hire a contractor with the applicable skills for your project

Save time (and money) spent with the contractor planning the project

Stay within your budget

Minimize your and your family’s inconvenience while remodeling

Try to learn a little about the type of work you want done so you understand
what the contractor will be doing and what options are available. This will
also help you understand the scope of the project and how it will affect your
current living situation. Find out about the process, the best materials to use,
the typical costs and more.

When homeowners are unsure about the scope of the project, contractors
tend to bid the work higher in order to cover contingencies. While you don’t
need to know all of the details before you start discussions with potential
contractors, knowing more means you are more likely to get exactly what you
want and save time and money.

Quality lasts. Invest the time to find it.
The single biggest influence you have on the success of your project is the
contractor you select to do the work. Before you make your decision and
sign a contract, be sure you:

 
well you communicate with each other.

 
the project.

 requirements that may be required in your area.

Remember, while the cost of the project is important, reliability and  
quality last. Home improvement is among the top consumer complaints 
year after year and the lowest price isn’t always the best choice.
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Finding a Contractor
 

To find a competent and dependable contractor, start by asking your friends
and family for recommendations. Learn from their experience and ask if they
have tips for your project.

You can also contact your local Better Business Bureau (BBB) to learn how 
long a contractor has been in business and if the firm has been responsive to 
any complaints filed with the BBB.

Additional resources for finding a contractor include:

Internet or newspapers

Local home improvement stores or lumberyards

National Association of the Remodeling Industry (NARI ) website

Referrals from contractors you used for other types of projects, but who 
don’t do the type of work you need done now

Once you have a list of potential contractors, contact each of them with the
specifics of your project and determine how well you would be able to work
with them. Similar to a job interview you want to ensure that the contractor
takes your satisfaction seriously and is someone you feel you can work with if
issues arise.

Sample Contractor Questions

 being able to complete the work?

 website with examples of projects you’ve done?

 worked with your subcontractors?

 your license?

 proof of coverage?

Get a Written Estimate
After you have identified a list of qualified contractors that are available to
complete the project within your timeframe, get a written cost estimate.
Make sure the bid includes the following:

Scope of work – a detailed list of what the contractor will perform

List of materials needed, including cost

Timeline for completion

Payment schedule

Process for approving changes in construction

If bids are significantly different, ask why. Contractors may have a different
understanding of the job or may be using different types of materials.

Check References
After you have talked to contractors and compared estimates, narrow your
consideration down to one or two contractors. Then conduct reference
checks with current and past customers to verify the contractor’s ability to
complete the job and the quality of their work. Most contractors are willing to
provide references. If they are unwilling to provide a list of references, be sure
to clarify why.
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Sample Questions for Reference Check

 recommend the contractor?

 any problems along the way? Were changes to the project discussed with
 you before proceeding?

 he or she promptly return messages?

Yellow Flags
Be sure to clarify any issues that seem out of the ordinary, conduct
background checks and only choose a contractor you are confident is reliable.
While there are legitimate contractors who use these business practices, use
common sense and ask additional questions in these situations to help ensure
you are choosing someone reputable:

Estimates that are much lower than competitors

Immediate decisions required

Contractor is not from your area

Entire payment required upfront

No insurance or references
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Review the Contract
 

After you have considered background checks, chosen a contractor and
negotiated estimates, you’ll need to develop a written contract stating the
agreement. Not all states require a contract: however, you should always
request one because it helps ensure both parties are clear on the terms of the
agreement. A contract spells out the who, what, when, where and cost of your
project and provides something to refer back to if misunderstandings occur.
The agreement should be clear, concise and complete. Make sure the contract
contains the following information:

Contractor’s name (business name), address, phone, and professional 
license number, if required.

Payment schedule for the contractor, subcontractors and suppliers.

Estimated start date and completion date.

A detailed list of all materials including color, quantity, model, size, brand
 name, product and cost.

What the contractor is responsible for and anything that you are  
responsible for.

Oral promises and warrants that the work to be performed will be done  
in a professional manner, in accordance with all applicable codes  
and standards.

The contractor’s obligation to obtain all necessary permits. If you obtain
 permits, you are responsible for fines and penalties for incomplete and
 improper work.

How change orders will be handled.

Penalties for work not completed by the projected date, within a reasonable
 time or unsatisfactory (shabby) work.

A termination clause for unreasonably slow progress, inattention,
 incompetency or carelessness.

A written statement of your right to cancel the contract within three 
business days. During the sales transaction, the salesperson (contractor) 
must give you two copies of a cancellation form (one to keep and one to send 
back to the company) and a copy of your contract or receipt. The contract or 
receipt must be dated, show the name and address of the seller and explain 
your right to cancel.

An indemnity and hold harmless clause against any claim, demand, loss,
 liability, damage or expense arising from the contractor’s work.

Insurance requirements.

Lien release for all employees, suppliers and subcontractors of contractor.

Never sign an incomplete contract and always keep a copy of the signed
and dated contract in your files. Along with the contract, keep the following 
documents in your file:

contractor should have proper general liability insurance and workers’ 
compensation in case a worker is hurt while working and can provide copies 
of documentation.

Find out what’s required in your state.

regulations do exist, they vary. In California, one of the stricter states,
aspiring contractors must have four years of experience, prove their
financial solvency and pass a written exam to become licensed. In South
Carolina, they need only two years of experience along with an exam and
submission of financials.
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Avoid Common Problems
 

If the job requires a permit make sure the contractor obtains it.
The contractor is responsible for getting necessary permits and work cannot
start without them. Be sure to see the building permit before work starts
to verify that they were obtained, and make sure they aren’t issued in your
name. Obtaining these permits yourself may make you responsible for fines
and penalties for incomplete and improper work, so it’s important to have the
contractor handle all permits and any inspections.

Keep a file for all related paperwork.
All paperwork related to your project needs to be kept in one place. This
includes copies of the contract, contractor licenses, proof of insurance, change
orders and all communication with your contractor. Keep a log or journal of all

photographs as the job progresses. These records are important if you have
problems with your project either during or after construction.

Pay by check and get a receipt.
Write out the check to the contracting company rather than to an individual. A
check provides proof that you made payment. A reasonable down payment is

Sign documents and send your check only when the job is finished properly.

Document any changes to the contract in writing.
If you and the contractor agree to change any part of the contract, make
sure the changes are put in writing and signed by both of you. This will help
ensure that the agreement reflects the current arrangement and decreases 
the potential for misunderstandings.

Possible Payment Options

working the way it should.

hours of attorney fees to devise a contract that includes a fair payment
plan, with retainage, and stipulates that disputes will be settled through
arbitration (the quick and easy way to do it).
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Legal Issues
 

While most projects go smoothly, it’s important to remember you have certain
rights and cannot be forced to take on additional financial obligations that aren’t 
your responsibility. Here are some important legal issues to consider to
ensure your project goes as planned.

Your Right to Cancel Contract
You have a legal right to cancel any contract within three business days from 
the day you signed it. The contract needs to include this provision and you 
should receive a form, in duplicate, explaining that right. If you decide to cancel 
the contract within the allotted time, you must notify the contractor in writing 
that you intend to cancel and the letter must be postmarked by midnight of the 
third business day following the date of the contract. Keep a copy of the letter, 

immediately because of an emergency situation (such as flooding), the right to 
cancel within three days is not applicable.

Mechanic’s Lien
A mechanic’s lien, also known as a construction lien, is a claim made by 
contractors or subcontractors who have performed work on a property and have 
not yet been paid. A supplier of materials delivered to the job may also file  a 
mechanic’s lien. In some states, professionals such as architects, engineers, and 
surveyors may also be entitled to file a lien for services rendered.

The owner or contractor needs to obtain lien releases or waivers of lien from
each subcontractor and material supplier. Without these waivers or releases,
the real estate is subject to liens of all the subcontractors, even if the general
contractor, though paid in full, fails to pay the subcontractors.

In some states, contractors and subcontractors must notify the property owner 
prior to filing a lien, but in other states such liens can be filed without any notice 
to the owner.

For example, your building contractor may hire subcontractors to handle
the plumbing and electrical work on your project. To ensure they seek
payment only from the contractor who hired them, and not from you
by putting a lien on your property, obtain a waiver of lien from each
subcontractor.

Release of Lien and Affidavit
Prior to making any partial or final payment to the contractor, you should
obtain a Release of Lien and Affidavit (or Partial Release of Lien and Affidavit)
that specifies that the contractor has either paid all subcontractors and
laborers or lists all individuals owed any money and how much is owed
to each. This amount may be withheld from the contractor’s pay and paid
directly to the subcontractors or suppliers after giving ten days written notice
to the contractor. Again, if you pay the subcontractors or laborers directly,
make sure to obtain a release of lien.

Final Release of Lien and Affidavit
You should not make the final payment until a certified inspector has approved

total contract amount as final payment. Do not make the final payment until:

You are satisfied with the contractor’s performance.

The work has been approved by a certified inspector.

You have received the Final Release of Lien from the contractor.
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If Problems Arise
 

If problems come up during or after the job, notify the contractor and try
to resolve them. Frequently, effective communication will resolve most
difficulties. If problems persist, however, document your side of the dispute
and send a demand letter to the contractor indicating what the problem is
and the solution that you are looking for. Demand letters should be used
when other attempts to work out the issue have been unsuccessful and you
want to make your concern formal.

Where to Complain
If you and your contractor cannot resolve the situation together, contact
the following organizations for further information and help:

State and local consumer protection offices

State or local offices that license the contractor

State or local Builders Association and/or Remodelers Council

Local Better Business Bureau

Action line and consumer reporters. Check with your local newspaper,  
TV and radio stations for contacts.

Local dispute resolution programs

When to Seek Legal Assistance from an Attorney

You want help creating legal documents such as a lien release or waiver
 of lien.

Work is not going as scheduled and the contractor is unwilling to discuss
 options, or the options offered are not reasonable.

Work is shabby or unprofessional and the contractor is unwilling to repair
 or offer options.

Checklists

Before you sign off and make the final payment, use this checklist to make
sure the job is complete.

All work meets the standards spelled out in the contract.

You have written warranties for materials and workmanship.

You have proof that all subcontractors and suppliers have been paid  
(Final Release of Lien).

The job site has been cleaned up and cleared of excess materials, tools  
and equipment.

All permits and related inspections have been performed as required.

You have inspected and approved the completed work.
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Let us help you
If you need additional help or 
guidance, ARAG is here for you. 
Simply contact a Customer Care 
Specialist who can help you 
understand the benefits available  
to you. For more information:

Visit the Education Center at:  
ARAGLegalCenter.com, call  

 
Service@ARAGgroup.com
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Preparing to Meet Your Attorney

If you decide to consult an attorney about your legal matters, we suggest you 
complete the following worksheet prior to your meeting. By preparing this 
information ahead of time, you have the opportunity to clearly think through 
your needs and the attorney will have the necessary information to provide 
you with the highest level of legal service.

Start by thinking about your current situation, the communications you have 
received and any history you have about the legal matter. Summarize your 
legal needs in a few sentences. Use this as a starting point when you make your 
first phone call to an attorney.
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List the names, dates and pertinent details about your legal matter so you will 
be ready to discuss it with your attorney either over the phone or during an 

List and attach any documents or background information you think will be 
helpful in the first meeting with an attorney.
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Resources for More Information

The following websites were used as resources in developing this guidebook
and provide additional information.

Federal Trade Commission
ftc.gov

National Association of the Remodeling Industry
nari.org

National Association of Home Builders
nahb.com

Better Business Bureau
www.bbb.org

Sources

This publication is provided as educational material only. While every effort has been 
made to ensure the accuracy of this publication, it is not intended as legal advice as 
individual situations will differ and should be discussed with an expert and/or lawyer.
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